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Your home is worth more with Lugton's

Sold



Relax In Blissful Sun-Soaked Luxury

Property

Babak Paymani

Sold $1,925,000

Land area 1.0059 m²

Rateable value $1,460,000

Rates $4,572.00

Viewing by appointment only. For an information pack copy and paste the below

link on your web browser

https://www. property�les. co. nz/property/660680003

The work-life balance achieves harmony on this lifestyle block on the city fringe.

In a sought after no exit road, the Newstead property has a sanctuary-like vibe

and is the ideal spot to raise a family. The 1ha grounds are spacious, and the large

modern 312sqm four-bedroom residence is a quality brick build with UPVC

joinery for extra insulation and argon �lled dual pane glazing to dispel chilly

winter mornings. An absolute delight to live and entertain large crowds in, the

home is light-�lled, calm, quiet and self-sustaining. It was designed and

constructed eight years ago by the owners whose aim was to create a peaceful

haven away from the world. It achieves a perfect synergy of space and cosy

intimacy and is set back from the road for privacy. The entrance foyer links to the

large open plan entertainer's kitchen, dining and family room sitting under a

raked ceiling. Granite bench tops, modern appliances and a walk-in pantry give

the kitchen panache and practicality. A formal lounge and media room provide

superb break-out spaces to cater for everyone's activities. There's nothing better

than snuggling up on family movie nights with the large �replace roaring.

Parents can rest easy in a master bedroom with an ensuite and walk-in robe, and

an enticing open-air spa outside their door for evening relaxation and star

gazing. High-end vanities feature in the spacious main bathroom. Imported

windows �tted throughout keep the interior warm and comfortable in winter, and

insect-free over summer while providing a lovely breezy openness. E�icient

glazing and solar hot water panels promise good savings on heating bills.
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